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I. Introduction

With the technological advances of digital imaging, large collections of medical images are generated and stored in the medical databases. X-ray, CT, MRI, PET, ultrasound images are a major source of anatomical and functional information needed for diagnosis, research and teaching. The need to search data collections efficiently requires good image retrieval systems [1]. The Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) motivated by rapid growth of digital image databases requires efficient search schemes. Rather than describing an image by text, an image query is described using one or more example images in such systems. Low level visual features such as color, texture, shape, etc., are automatically extracted to represent images.

Initial image retrieval was similar to text retrieval with images being annotated manually by keywords [2, 3] involving manual labor and inconsistency [4]. CBIR overcame these difficulties through the use of automatically extracting feature from images thereby ensuring that image retrieval from databases using features like color, texture, shape was possible. Image retrieval is part of image processing and the latter includes image enhancement, compression and interpretation. Figure 1 shows image retrieval block diagram. Various CBIR methods using low level image features like histogram, color layout, texture and image analysis in the frequency domain including Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Wavelets [5-7] were proposed. Similarly classification algorithms like Naïve Bayes classifier, Support Vector Machine, Decision tree induction algorithms and Neural Network based classifiers were also studied extensively.

Future medical information systems will play important roles in clinical decision making providing similar pathological conditions in a medical image thereby helping physicians view significant images for improved decisions. CBIR effectively retrieves images from databases based on query input that can be either an anatomical region or pathological image. In this work it is proposed to investigate medical images obtained through Computer Tomography (CT).

![Block diagram for image retrieval process](image.png)
- Head scans, which can check for suspected brain tumours and arterial bleeding/swelling; head scans also investigate the brain after a stroke (when blood supply to a part of the brain is cut).
- Abdominal scans can detect tumours and diagnose conditions causing internal organs like liver, kidneys, pancreas, intestines or lungs, to become enlarged or inflamed.
- Vascular scans assess conditions affecting blood flow to various parts of the body. Bone scans assess bone injuries and disease, especially the spine.

In this paper, CBIR to retrieve diagnostic cases similar to the query medical image is investigated. Features are extracted from the medical images using Cootlet wavelets and classification accuracy of retrieval is evaluated using Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some the studies available in the literature. Section 3 details the methodology, section 4 reports the results and section 5 concludes the paper.

II. Related Works

Liu, et al., [9] developed a novel texture feature, based on Support Vector Machines (SVM) termed texture correlogram and useful for high-level image classification. To solve binary classification drawbacks initially, SVM classifier frame is used. A novel technique was developed using a hierarchical structure to deal with the training data set’s multiple classes. Texture correlogram is framed to attain spatial distribution information. The proposed classification and texture features are more efficient/effective than the other existing methods for high level classification. The proposed method achieves improved classification accuracy and an additional benefit is SVM classification tree’s hierarchical structure reveals interclass relationships. This can be used to explore relationships among high-level concepts further.

Gosselin, et al., [10] compared classification tasks of two organizers. One-class and two-class SVM are used to discriminate data in the first method and in the second method classes are modelled on the basis of Gaussian Mixture. As user searched categories are not structured, better CBIR context adaptation is discriminative to classifiers like SVM. An adaptation is proposed concerning the specifics of CBIR classification. Experiments were performed on a common database. Application of algorithm kernel tuned specific database feature vectors easily. Kernel-based techniques are preferred due to EM complexity and each techniques benefits/limitations are discussed.

Mueen, et al., [11] proposed a novel image classification technique using multi-level image features and progressive machine learning technique, SVM. In medical image classification existing methods unite various local or global features used separately. In the proposed method, three levels of global features (different medical images of chest, hand x-ray images with the difference in their structure and gray scale contrast), local (to differentiate between various organs and body parts requires regional features) and pixel (providing excellent classification results in the medical domain) are obtained and united in a big feature vector. Experiments were undertaken to validate its efficiency. The proposed method’s recognition rate combining feature vector is 89%. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) decreased the large dimensional feature vector. The proposed method was also compared with two classifiers K-Nearest Neighbour (K-NN) and SVM performance.

Li, et al., [12] suggested a novel machine learning method called multi-training SVM (MTSVM). Relevance feedback (RF) based on support vector machines (SVMs) are used widely in CBIR. However, a deprived performance of SVM-based RF scheme is seen as the number of labelled feedback samples is little. This occurrence is due to 1) small-size training sets possess optimal hyper plane perceptive to training exemplars causing instability in SVM classifier; and 2) as feature dimension is bigger than the training sample’s size, kernel technique is ineffective. The proposed MTSVM merges advantages of co-training method and a random sampling technique in feature space. The above problems are lessened by the proposed MTSVM method. Experiments were conducted on a 20 000 images set to validate the proposed method. Results reveal that the method improves performance compared to conventional SVM-based RFs in a constant manner regarding standard deviation and precision which are implemented to examine the RF method’s robustness and effectiveness.

Chen, et al., [13] increased CBIR retrieval performance through the use of relevance feedback methods using linear/quadratic estimators. To evaluate sustenance of target images in excessive dimensional feature space involving lower number of training samples is an issue when using relevance feedback. The proposed method is founded upon one-class SVM in non-linearly transformed feature space sitting a tight hyper-sphere based on the positive exemplars involving main target images. To deal with nonlinearity in the target image allocation neatly, a kernel is used and better generalization ability is supported by SVM’s regularization term. The proposed method is tested both on real-world images and synthesized data for authentication. Promising results are seen in both cases and hence, the proposed method is advantageous to tune parameters like use of the Gaussian and regularisation term potency.
III. Materials and Methods

Daubechies [14] designed Coiflets which are discrete wavelets having scaling functions with vanishing moments. Coiflet wavelets are near symmetric with the wavelet functions have $N/3$ vanishing moments and $N/3$-1 scaling functions. The function $\Psi$ has $2N$ moments equal to 0 and the function $\varphi$ has $2N$-1 moments equal to 0. The support of length of both functions is $6N-1$ [15].

The coifN $\Psi$ and $\varphi$ has more symmetric than the dbNs. Regarding support length, coifN has to be compared to db3N or sym3N. With regard to the number of vanishing moments of $\Psi$, it is more similar to db2N or sym2N.

If $s$ is a sufficiently regular continuous time signal, for large $j$ the coefficient $\langle x, \phi_{j,k} \rangle$ is approximated by $2^{-j/2}s(2^{-j}k)$.

If $s$ is a polynomial of degree $d$, $d \leq N - 1$, then the approximation becomes equality. This property is useful when calculating the difference between an expansion over the $\phi_{j,k}$ of a given signal and its sampled version.

a) Support Vector Machine (SVM)

SVM maps features non-linearly into $n$ dimensional feature space when provided with a feature set capable of being represented in space. When a kernel is introduced with high computation in the SVM algorithm, the inputs are in the form of scalar products; then the classification is achieved by solving as follows. The issue is translated into a convex quadratic optimization problem and a clear answer being attained by convexity [16]. In SVM, an attribute is a predictor variable and a feature is a transformed attribute. A set of features describing an example is in the form of a vector. The features vectors define the hyper plane. Optimal hyper plane is constructed by the SVM with the aim to separating vector clusters with a class of attributes on one side of the plane and with different attributes on the other. The margin represents the distance between hyper plane and support vectors. SVM analysis tries to positions the margin in such a way that space between it and support vectors are maximized. Figure 2 shows a simplified SVM process overview.

Given a training set of $(x_i, y_i), i = 1, 2, ..., l$ where $x_i \in \mathbb{R}^n$ and $y_i \in \{1, -1\}$, SVM solves the optimization problem [17] of:

$$\min_{w,b,\xi} \frac{1}{2}w^T w + C \sum_{i=1}^{l} \xi_i$$

Subject to: $y_i(w^T x_i + b) \geq 1 - \xi_i$ and $\xi_i \geq 0$.

The function $\phi$ maps the vectors $x_i$ in higher dimensional space. $C > 0$ is penalty parameter of the error term.

Lagrangian method is used to solve the optimization model, which is similar to the method for solving optimization problems in a separable case. The dual variables Lagrangian is maximized as follows:

$$\max_{\alpha} L_D(\alpha) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j=1}^{m} \alpha_i \alpha_j y_i y_j \langle x_i, x_j \rangle$$

Subject to: $0 \leq \alpha_i \leq C$ for $i = 1, ..., m$ and $\sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i y_i = 0$.

To compute the optimal hyper plane, a dual Lagrangian $L_D(\alpha)$ is maximized as regards non-negative $\alpha_i$ subject to constraints $\sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i y_i = 0$ and $0 \leq \alpha_i \leq C$. The penalty parameter $C$, now the upper bound on $\alpha_i$, is user determined.

A kernel function is defined as $K(x_i, x_j) = \phi(x_i)^T \phi(x_j)$.

The Radial Basis function is given as follows:

$$K(x_i, x_j) = \exp\left(-\gamma \|x_i - x_j\|^2\right), \gamma > 0$$

Proper parameter setting in the kernels increases SVM classification accuracy. There are two parameters to be determined in the SVM model with the RBF kernel: $C$ and gamma ($\gamma$). The gamma parameter automatically defines the distance which a single training example can reach, with low values meaning ‘far’ and high values meaning ‘close’. The $C$ parameter...
gives the trade-off of training examples misclassification against decision surface simplicity. Lower C values ensure a smooth decision surface while higher C values attempts to classify training examples accurately. Experiments are carried out to evaluate SVM performance through variations of the Gamma and C parameters.

IV. Results and Discussion

Experiments were conducted using 150 CT scans images of brain, chest and colon. Features were extracted using Coiflet wavelet. Experiments were for SVM-RBF was conducted with C value maintained at a constant value of 0.125 and Gamma value is varied (0.125, 0.25, and 0.75). All the experiments were conducted for 10-fold cross validation. The classification accuracy and the root mean square error (RMSE) achieved for Naïve Bayes and SVM is tabulated in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the classification accuracy and Figure 4 show the RMSE.

Table 1: Classification Accuracy and RMSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Classification Accuracy %</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.2582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM, G = 0.125</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM, G = 0.25</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.4619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM, G = 0.75</td>
<td>88.67</td>
<td>0.265</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Classification Accuracy

Table 2: Precision Recall and F-Measure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM, G = 0.125</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM, G = 0.25</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM, G = 0.75</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.886</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Root Mean Square Error

Figure 5: Precision and Recall

It is observed from the Table and Figures that the varying of the parameter Gamma has a significant effect on the classification accuracy and the RMSE. Also, higher value of Gamma leads to efficient performance of the SVM. The best classification accuracy was obtained for Gamma value of 0.75. Though, Naïve Bayes achieves the best classification of 90%. Table 2 tabulates the precision and recall achieved.

V. Conclusion

In this study, a method of classification of CT images is presented. Features were extracted using Coiflet wavelet. Experiments were for SVM-RBF was conducted with C value maintained at a constant value of 0.125 and Gamma value is varied (0.125, 0.25, and 0.75). All the experiments were conducted for 10-fold cross validation. Experimental results show that the varying of the parameter Gamma has a significant effect on the classification accuracy and the RMSE. Also, higher value of Gamma leads to efficient performance of the SVM. The best classification accuracy was obtained for Gamma value of 0.75. Naïve Bayes achieves the best classification of 90%. Further work is required by optimizing the SVM to improve classification accuracy.
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